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england is well known as the only protestant state not to introduce divorce in the sixteenth century reformation only at the end of the seventeenth century did divorce by
private act of parliament become available for a select few men and only in 1857 did the divorce act and its creation of judicial divorces extend the possibility more
broadly aspects of the history of divorce are well known from studies which typically privilege the records of the church courts that claimed a monopoly on marriage but
why did england alone of all protestant jurisdictions not allow divorce with remarriage in the era of the reformation and how did people in failed marriages cope with
this absence one part of the answer to the first question kesselring and stretton argue and a factor that shaped people s responses to the second lay in another
distinctive aspect of english law its common law formulation of coverture the umbrella term for married women s legal status and property rights the bonds of marriage
stayed tightly tied in post reformation england in part because marriage was as much about wealth as it was about salvation or sexuality and english society had deeply
invested in a system that subordinated a wife s identity and property to those of the man she married to understand this dimension of divorce s history this study looks
beyond the church courts to the records of other judicial bodies the secular courts of common law and equity to bring fresh perspective to a history that remains relevant
today the book explores the rise of civil divorce in victorian england the subsequent operation of a fault system of divorce based solely on the ground of adultery and
the eventual piecemeal repeal of the victorian era divorce law during the interwar years the legal history of the matrimonial causes act 1857 is at the heart of the book
the act had a transformative impact on english law and society by introducing a secular judicial system of civil divorce this swept aside the old system of divorce that
was only obtainable from the house of lords and inadvertently led to the creation of the modern family justice system the book argues that only through understanding the
legal doctrine in its wider cultural political religious and social context is it possible to fully analyse and assess the changes brought about by the act the major
developments included the end of any pretence of the indissolubility of marriage the statutory enshrinement of a double standard based on gender in the grounds for
divorce and the growth of divorce across all spectrums of english society the act was a product of political and legal compromise between conservative forces resisting
the legal introduction of civil divorce and the reformers who demanded married women receive equal access to the grounds of divorce changing attitudes towards divorce
that began in the edwardian period led to a gradual rejection of victorian moral values and the repeal of the act after 80 years of existence in the interwar years the
book will be a valuable resource for academics and researchers with an interest in legal history family law and victorian studies first published in 1985 beginning from
the first documented british divorce in 1670 professor horstman traces the development of divorce the different means by which it came about and the relation of practice
to moral attitudes many cases are presented in summary form and give a vivid picture of the patterns of behaviour and the agonies of conscience that accompanied this last
resort solution written in a vivid style the book casts an often startling light on the behaviour of our ancestors of little more than a century ago fascinating and
revealing case histories reflect changing attitudes of the time towards love marriage and divorce completes lawrence stone s acclaimed trilogy on marriage and family life
offers compelling insights into daily life and marital conduct from the mid 17th to the mid 19th century attitudes towards divorce have changed considerably over the past
two centuries as society has moved away from a biblical definition of marriage as an indissoluble union to that of an individual and personal relationship secular laws
have evolved as well using unpublished sources and previously inaccessible private collections holmes explores the significant role the church of england has played in
these changes as well as the impact this has had on ecclesiastical policies this timely study will be relevant to ongoing debates about the meaning and nature of marriage
including the theological doctrines and ecclesiastical policies underlying current debates on same sex marriage divorce as we think of it today is usually considered to
be a modern invention this book challenges that viewpoint documenting the many and varied uses of divorce in the medieval period and highlighting the fact that couples
regularly divorced on the grounds of spousal incompatibility divorce in medieval england is intended to reorient scholarly perceptions concerning divorce in the medieval
period divorce as we think of it today is usually considered to be a modern invention this book challenges that viewpoint documenting the many and varied uses of divorce
in the medieval period and highlighting the fact that couples regularly divorced on the grounds of spousal incompatibility because the medieval church was determined to
uphold the sacrament of marriage whenever possible divorce in the medieval period was a much more complicated process than it is today thus this book steps readers
through the process of divorce including grounds for divorce the fundamentals of the process the risks involved financial implications for wives who were legally disabled
thanks to the rules of coverture the custody and support of children and finally what happens after a divorce readers will gain a much greater appreciation of marriage
and women s position in later medieval england bibliog in road to divorce lawrence stone explored the different ways in which marriage took place and analysed the
confusion and uncertainty surrounding the legality of the institution in its various forms before the marriage act of 1753 he now shows in absorbing detail through a
series of case studies how courting and marrying couples tended to manoeuvre around the ambiguities of the law and how they sometimes became entangled in a web of moral
and legal contradiction leading to personal catastrophe there are stories about unwise courtship prenuptial pregnancies forced marriages by parents or parish officials
bigamy clandestine marriages often performed in haste in peculiarly squalid circumstances and repented at leisure these fascinating studies reveal in intimate often
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ribald detail how men and women adjusted their sexual conduct moral attitudes and matrimonial plans to suit an ambiguous legal situation professor stone has traced the
ways in which during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries demands by individuals for love and affection were starting to take precedence over family interests and
parental dictation in the search for a spouse the studies he has drawn from court records for uncertain unions enable us to see this great moral transition being played
out in the lives of men and women often in their own words these are vivid human histories presented in revealing detail by a leading historian of the family this
discussion document came from a working party commissioned by the house of bishops under the chairmanship of the bishop of winchester published prior to july 2002 for
discussion in the dioceses its aim was to take the debate further addresses early modern representations of chastity and adultery as well as matrimony and its dissolution
in both the private and public realms including the most well known marital dissolution that of henry viii and catherine of aragon updated to reflect changes in the legal
system affecting divorce proceedings to 2010 and designed exclusively for anyone who wishes to proceed with a divorce case without the use of a solicitor or who wishes
simply to learn more about the processes involved in divorce and the judicial system clear and concise this guide will prove invaluable excerpt from thoughts on the law
of divorce in england the question having been thus raised was shortly afterwards again discussed in 1549 an act of parliament was passed which provided about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works originally published in 1987 this book
presented for the first time a unified treatment of english kinship of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries this system far from being a patchwork of historical
accidents has a remarkably logical overall structure permeating both law and custom to understand it one must study a wide variety of sources ranging from parliamentary
debates through accounts of contemporary events cases and incidents to fiction of the day the work is pertinent to current studies in a number of fields in history it
represents a systematic overview highlighting new sources of material while for lawyers it gives a historical context and explanation of family law particularly topical
for impending english legislation in this area at the time it collects two centuries of sociological data and presents social anthropologists with the english system for
comparison with systems conventionally studied in the field and with kinship theory finally it provides philosophers with a new arena in which to discuss the nature of
explanations of human activities besides raising fresh questions kitchin s b a history of divorce london chapman hall ltd 1912 xvi 293 pp reprinted 2002 by the lawbook
exchange ltd lccn 2001041400 isbn 1 58477 190 9 cloth 75 a history of divorce from the early roman era to the present it covers in a brief readable way the law during the
roman period in the eastern church and eastern europe in the canon law and western europe from the reformation to the french revolution in england the united states and
the british colonies marke a catalogue of the law collection at new york university 1953 758 the enactment of the divorce reform act 1969 was a landmark moment in family
law coming into force in 1971 it had a significant impact on legal practice and was followed by a dramatic increase in divorce rates reflecting changes in social
attitudes this new interdisciplinary collection explores the background to the 1969 act and its influence on law and society bringing together scholars from law sociology
history demography and film and literature it reflects on the changes to divorce law and practice over the past 50 years and the changing impact of divorce on different
people in society particularly women as such it offers a biography of this important piece of legislation moving from its conception and birth through its reception and
development to its imminent demise looking to the future and to the new law introduced by the divorce dissolution and separation act 2020 this collection suggests ways
for evaluating what makes a good divorce law this brilliant collection gives insight not only into this crucial piece of legislation but also into a key period of
societal change while the formal definition of divorce may be concise and straightforward legal termination of a marital union dissolving bonds of matrimony between
parties the effects are anything but particularly when children are involved the americans for divorce reform estimates that 40 or possibly even 50 percent of marriages
will end in divorce if current trends continue outside the u s divorce rates have markedly increased across developed countries divorce and its effects are a significant
social factor in our culture and others it might be said that a whole divorce industry has been constructed with divorce lawyers and mediators family counselors support
groups etc as king henry viii s divorces showed divorce has not always been easy or accepted in some countries divorce is not permitted and even in europe countries such
as spain italy portugal and the republic of ireland legalized divorce only in the latter quarter of the 20th century this multi disciplinary encyclopedia covers
curricular subjects related to divorce as examined by disciplines ranging from marriage and the family to anthropology social and legal history developmental and clinical
psychology and religion all through a lens of cultural sociology features 550 signed entries a to z fill 3 volumes 1 500 pages in print and electronic formats offering
the most detailed reference work available on issues related to divorce both in the u s and globally cross references and further readings guide readers to additional
resources a chronology provides students with context via a historical perspective of divorce in the electronic version the comprehensive index combines with cross
references and thematic reader s guide themes to provide convenient search and browse capabilities for state and nation entries uniform entry structure combined with an
abundance of statistics facilitates comparison between and across states and nations appendices provide further annotated sources of data and statistics a fresh
perspective on the seamy side of history maria nicolaou has done considerable research into the largely unexplored area of divorce and marital separation from the tudor
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period to the early victorian era divorced beheaded sold is full of scandalous little known stories of wife sale marital discord and audacious escapades of errant spouses
this is an interesting as well as informative read in the same vein as maureen waller s the english marriage and kate summerscale s mrs robinson s disgrace maria nicolaou
reveals how people ended their marriages in the days before divorce was readily available from committing bigamy to selling a wife at market her book is full of colourful
characters and warring spouses like con philips who fought off her husband with a gun filled with firework powder the duke of grafton who hired an army of detectives to
spy on his wife and obtain proof of her adultery and marion jones who recruited a gang to take back her property from her husband addresses early modern representations
of chastity and adultery as well as matrimony and its dissolution in both the private and public realms including the most well known marital dissolution that of henry
viii and catherine of aragon focusing on the rhetorical aftermath and political consequences of henry viii s double divorce from katherine of aragon and from the church
of rome this book understands divorce as both culturally powerful and an instrument for examining division in early modern england
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Marriage, Separation, and Divorce in England, 1500-1700
2022-02-17

england is well known as the only protestant state not to introduce divorce in the sixteenth century reformation only at the end of the seventeenth century did divorce by
private act of parliament become available for a select few men and only in 1857 did the divorce act and its creation of judicial divorces extend the possibility more
broadly aspects of the history of divorce are well known from studies which typically privilege the records of the church courts that claimed a monopoly on marriage but
why did england alone of all protestant jurisdictions not allow divorce with remarriage in the era of the reformation and how did people in failed marriages cope with
this absence one part of the answer to the first question kesselring and stretton argue and a factor that shaped people s responses to the second lay in another
distinctive aspect of english law its common law formulation of coverture the umbrella term for married women s legal status and property rights the bonds of marriage
stayed tightly tied in post reformation england in part because marriage was as much about wealth as it was about salvation or sexuality and english society had deeply
invested in a system that subordinated a wife s identity and property to those of the man she married to understand this dimension of divorce s history this study looks
beyond the church courts to the records of other judicial bodies the secular courts of common law and equity to bring fresh perspective to a history that remains relevant
today

Road to Divorce
1990

the book explores the rise of civil divorce in victorian england the subsequent operation of a fault system of divorce based solely on the ground of adultery and the
eventual piecemeal repeal of the victorian era divorce law during the interwar years the legal history of the matrimonial causes act 1857 is at the heart of the book the
act had a transformative impact on english law and society by introducing a secular judicial system of civil divorce this swept aside the old system of divorce that was
only obtainable from the house of lords and inadvertently led to the creation of the modern family justice system the book argues that only through understanding the
legal doctrine in its wider cultural political religious and social context is it possible to fully analyse and assess the changes brought about by the act the major
developments included the end of any pretence of the indissolubility of marriage the statutory enshrinement of a double standard based on gender in the grounds for
divorce and the growth of divorce across all spectrums of english society the act was a product of political and legal compromise between conservative forces resisting
the legal introduction of civil divorce and the reformers who demanded married women receive equal access to the grounds of divorce changing attitudes towards divorce
that began in the edwardian period led to a gradual rejection of victorian moral values and the repeal of the act after 80 years of existence in the interwar years the
book will be a valuable resource for academics and researchers with an interest in legal history family law and victorian studies

A History of Divorce Law
2020-11-30

first published in 1985 beginning from the first documented british divorce in 1670 professor horstman traces the development of divorce the different means by which it
came about and the relation of practice to moral attitudes many cases are presented in summary form and give a vivid picture of the patterns of behaviour and the agonies
of conscience that accompanied this last resort solution written in a vivid style the book casts an often startling light on the behaviour of our ancestors of little more
than a century ago

Victorian Divorce
2016-07-01
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fascinating and revealing case histories reflect changing attitudes of the time towards love marriage and divorce completes lawrence stone s acclaimed trilogy on marriage
and family life offers compelling insights into daily life and marital conduct from the mid 17th to the mid 19th century

Divorce in England
1957

attitudes towards divorce have changed considerably over the past two centuries as society has moved away from a biblical definition of marriage as an indissoluble union
to that of an individual and personal relationship secular laws have evolved as well using unpublished sources and previously inaccessible private collections holmes
explores the significant role the church of england has played in these changes as well as the impact this has had on ecclesiastical policies this timely study will be
relevant to ongoing debates about the meaning and nature of marriage including the theological doctrines and ecclesiastical policies underlying current debates on same
sex marriage

How to Conduct Your Own Divorce in England and Wales
1975

divorce as we think of it today is usually considered to be a modern invention this book challenges that viewpoint documenting the many and varied uses of divorce in the
medieval period and highlighting the fact that couples regularly divorced on the grounds of spousal incompatibility

The Law of Marriage and Divorce
1887

divorce in medieval england is intended to reorient scholarly perceptions concerning divorce in the medieval period divorce as we think of it today is usually considered
to be a modern invention this book challenges that viewpoint documenting the many and varied uses of divorce in the medieval period and highlighting the fact that couples
regularly divorced on the grounds of spousal incompatibility because the medieval church was determined to uphold the sacrament of marriage whenever possible divorce in
the medieval period was a much more complicated process than it is today thus this book steps readers through the process of divorce including grounds for divorce the
fundamentals of the process the risks involved financial implications for wives who were legally disabled thanks to the rules of coverture the custody and support of
children and finally what happens after a divorce readers will gain a much greater appreciation of marriage and women s position in later medieval england

The Act to amend the Law relating to Divorce and Matrimonial Causes in England, with notes on the principles and
practice of the Ecclesiastical Courts. ... Second edition
1859

bibliog

Broken Lives
1993
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in road to divorce lawrence stone explored the different ways in which marriage took place and analysed the confusion and uncertainty surrounding the legality of the
institution in its various forms before the marriage act of 1753 he now shows in absorbing detail through a series of case studies how courting and marrying couples
tended to manoeuvre around the ambiguities of the law and how they sometimes became entangled in a web of moral and legal contradiction leading to personal catastrophe
there are stories about unwise courtship prenuptial pregnancies forced marriages by parents or parish officials bigamy clandestine marriages often performed in haste in
peculiarly squalid circumstances and repented at leisure these fascinating studies reveal in intimate often ribald detail how men and women adjusted their sexual conduct
moral attitudes and matrimonial plans to suit an ambiguous legal situation professor stone has traced the ways in which during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
demands by individuals for love and affection were starting to take precedence over family interests and parental dictation in the search for a spouse the studies he has
drawn from court records for uncertain unions enable us to see this great moral transition being played out in the lives of men and women often in their own words these
are vivid human histories presented in revealing detail by a leading historian of the family

Cases Illustrative of the Conflict Between the Laws of England and Scotland with Regard to Marriage, Divorce and
Legitimacy
1835

this discussion document came from a working party commissioned by the house of bishops under the chairmanship of the bishop of winchester published prior to july 2002
for discussion in the dioceses its aim was to take the debate further

The Church of England and Divorce in the Twentieth Century
2016-10-04

addresses early modern representations of chastity and adultery as well as matrimony and its dissolution in both the private and public realms including the most well
known marital dissolution that of henry viii and catherine of aragon

The Act to Amend the Law Relating to Divorce and Matrimonial Causes in England, Etc
1857

updated to reflect changes in the legal system affecting divorce proceedings to 2010 and designed exclusively for anyone who wishes to proceed with a divorce case without
the use of a solicitor or who wishes simply to learn more about the processes involved in divorce and the judicial system clear and concise this guide will prove
invaluable

How to Conduct Your Own Divorce in England and Wales
1984

excerpt from thoughts on the law of divorce in england the question having been thus raised was shortly afterwards again discussed in 1549 an act of parliament was passed
which provided about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
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Divorce in Medieval England
2013

originally published in 1987 this book presented for the first time a unified treatment of english kinship of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries this system far from
being a patchwork of historical accidents has a remarkably logical overall structure permeating both law and custom to understand it one must study a wide variety of
sources ranging from parliamentary debates through accounts of contemporary events cases and incidents to fiction of the day the work is pertinent to current studies in a
number of fields in history it represents a systematic overview highlighting new sources of material while for lawyers it gives a historical context and explanation of
family law particularly topical for impending english legislation in this area at the time it collects two centuries of sociological data and presents social
anthropologists with the english system for comparison with systems conventionally studied in the field and with kinship theory finally it provides philosophers with a
new arena in which to discuss the nature of explanations of human activities besides raising fresh questions

Marriage Licences for Divorced Persons. Report of the Committee of the Lower House ... on the grant of Marriage
Licences for divorced Persons. [24 Feb. 1869.]
1869

kitchin s b a history of divorce london chapman hall ltd 1912 xvi 293 pp reprinted 2002 by the lawbook exchange ltd lccn 2001041400 isbn 1 58477 190 9 cloth 75 a history
of divorce from the early roman era to the present it covers in a brief readable way the law during the roman period in the eastern church and eastern europe in the canon
law and western europe from the reformation to the french revolution in england the united states and the british colonies marke a catalogue of the law collection at new
york university 1953 758

Divorce in Medieval England
2013-03-05

the enactment of the divorce reform act 1969 was a landmark moment in family law coming into force in 1971 it had a significant impact on legal practice and was followed
by a dramatic increase in divorce rates reflecting changes in social attitudes this new interdisciplinary collection explores the background to the 1969 act and its
influence on law and society bringing together scholars from law sociology history demography and film and literature it reflects on the changes to divorce law and
practice over the past 50 years and the changing impact of divorce on different people in society particularly women as such it offers a biography of this important piece
of legislation moving from its conception and birth through its reception and development to its imminent demise looking to the future and to the new law introduced by
the divorce dissolution and separation act 2020 this collection suggests ways for evaluating what makes a good divorce law this brilliant collection gives insight not
only into this crucial piece of legislation but also into a key period of societal change

How to conduct your own divorce in England and Wales
1975

while the formal definition of divorce may be concise and straightforward legal termination of a marital union dissolving bonds of matrimony between parties the effects
are anything but particularly when children are involved the americans for divorce reform estimates that 40 or possibly even 50 percent of marriages will end in divorce
if current trends continue outside the u s divorce rates have markedly increased across developed countries divorce and its effects are a significant social factor in our
culture and others it might be said that a whole divorce industry has been constructed with divorce lawyers and mediators family counselors support groups etc as king
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henry viii s divorces showed divorce has not always been easy or accepted in some countries divorce is not permitted and even in europe countries such as spain italy
portugal and the republic of ireland legalized divorce only in the latter quarter of the 20th century this multi disciplinary encyclopedia covers curricular subjects
related to divorce as examined by disciplines ranging from marriage and the family to anthropology social and legal history developmental and clinical psychology and
religion all through a lens of cultural sociology features 550 signed entries a to z fill 3 volumes 1 500 pages in print and electronic formats offering the most detailed
reference work available on issues related to divorce both in the u s and globally cross references and further readings guide readers to additional resources a
chronology provides students with context via a historical perspective of divorce in the electronic version the comprehensive index combines with cross references and
thematic reader s guide themes to provide convenient search and browse capabilities for state and nation entries uniform entry structure combined with an abundance of
statistics facilitates comparison between and across states and nations appendices provide further annotated sources of data and statistics

A Practical Treatise of the Law of Marriage and Divorce
1841

a fresh perspective on the seamy side of history maria nicolaou has done considerable research into the largely unexplored area of divorce and marital separation from the
tudor period to the early victorian era divorced beheaded sold is full of scandalous little known stories of wife sale marital discord and audacious escapades of errant
spouses this is an interesting as well as informative read in the same vein as maureen waller s the english marriage and kate summerscale s mrs robinson s disgrace maria
nicolaou reveals how people ended their marriages in the days before divorce was readily available from committing bigamy to selling a wife at market her book is full of
colourful characters and warring spouses like con philips who fought off her husband with a gun filled with firework powder the duke of grafton who hired an army of
detectives to spy on his wife and obtain proof of her adultery and marion jones who recruited a gang to take back her property from her husband

Changing Patterns of Family Formation and Dissolution in England and Wales 1964-76
1979

addresses early modern representations of chastity and adultery as well as matrimony and its dissolution in both the private and public realms including the most well
known marital dissolution that of henry viii and catherine of aragon

An Act to Amend the Law Relating to Divorce and Matrimonial Causes in England
1857

focusing on the rhetorical aftermath and political consequences of henry viii s double divorce from katherine of aragon and from the church of rome this book understands
divorce as both culturally powerful and an instrument for examining division in early modern england

Uncertain Unions
1992

Marriage in Church After Divorce
2000
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Marriage and Its Dissolution in Early Modern England, Volume 4
2023-08-18

Halsbury's Laws of England
1975

Straight Forward Guide to Divorce and the Law
2010-06-25

Marriage in Church After Divorce
2002

Thoughts on the Law of Divorce in England (Classic Reprint)
2017-10-26

Report of the Royal Commission on Divorce and Matrimonial Causes [with Minutes of Evidence, and Appendices to the
Minutes of Evidence and Report] ...
1912

In-Laws and Outlaws
2023-07-05

Marriage and Its Dissolution in Early Modern England
2005
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A History of Divorce
2002

Marriage Breakdown and Divorce Law Reform in Contemporary Society
1983

Fifty Years of the Divorce Reform Act 1969
2022-02-24

The Divorce of Catherine of Aragon
1893

Cultural Sociology of Divorce
2013-02-21

The Marriage Law of England
1887

Uncertain Unions, And, Broken Lives
1995

Divorced, Beheaded, Sold
2014-05-31
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Marriage and Its Dissolution in Early Modern England, Volume 3
2023-08-18

Subjects to the King's Divorce
2003
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